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Of Tangled Stories and Charnwood's L incoln
Godfrey Rathbone Benson, Lord Chamwood, was an unlikely Lincoln biographer. The
British upper classes were notoriously proSouthern during the American Civil War, and
he was born in that station in life in 1864. He
did well at Oxford University, where he was
later a tutor. He became a Member of
Parliament and the Mayor of Lichfield.
After his graduation from Oxford in 1887,
Charnwood made a tour of the United States.
He returned briefly-to Boston and New
York-in 1894. In polities, he was a LiberaL He
was obviously interested in the United States,
and, as a boy, he had r ead Charles G. Leland's
Abro.ham Lincoln, a book memorable enough
to be mentioned in the brief bibliographical
note at the end of Cham wood's biography of
Lincoln.
Charnwood's Abraham Lincoln was
published in England in 1916. Available
evidence suggests that his boyhood interest in
Lincoln, his acquaintance with and admiration
for the United States, and his liberal political
leanings helped lead him to writing the book.
The date of its publication, however, more
strongly suggests tbat the atmosphere of cooperation between the United States and Eng·
land, which grew up at the time of the First
World War, must have played a large role in
molding a sympathetic interest into the drive to
write a substantial book on Abraham Lincoln.
The result, as all Uncoln students are aware,
was wonderful. George Bernard Shaw told
Lincoln collec tor Judd Stewart that
Chamwood's "very penetrating biography ..
created "a c ult of Lincoln in England." Its
reception in America, following it.s publication
there in 1917. was equaJiy enthusiastic. The
enthusiasm, as Paul M. Angle later noted, was
lasting and pointed to merits in the work
beyond its timeliness for the period oft.h e final
thaw in Anglo-American relations. In 1935 Roy
P. Basler thought that Carl Sandburg and
Nathaniel Wright Stephenson presented "the
best version of the private Lincoln," but
Chamwood's was still "the best of the public
Lincoln." M late as 1947, Benjamin P.
Thomas, an excellent judge of such matters.
called Charnwood's book "the best one-volume
life of Lincoln ever written."
Lincoln students may be a little unc1ear in
l'roml.h,- L(HI~• A. Wornrt
regard to the precise reason Charnwood wrote
Lmt:Oln L•bmry om/ Mu.Hiilfl
his book. but they are unanimous on the rea·
FIGURE I. The centennial celebration of Lincoln's birth in 1909 helped sons for its high reputation and popularity.
make Lincoln's image a powerful national symbol. By the time o f World David M. Potter's The Lincoln Theme and
War I, Lincoln's face appeared frequently in war propaganda. In t.h c same American National Historiography identified
era, Cho.mwood•s Lincoln h e lped make him an international figure.
these clearly. No Lincoln biography before
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FIGURE 2. Henry Adams.
Charnwood's was ''genuinely contemplative." Charnwood's
Lincoln. as it is usually called. was. Paul M. Angle's A Shelfof
Lincoln Books put it this way:" ... it is not primarily fact-ual,
as for example, Nicolay's Short Life is factuaL The emphasis
is rather upon interpretation and analysis." Potter also
pointed to the book's " notable literary excellence." Angle
credited Chamwood with bringing "literary skill to the
Lincoln theme:• fai exceeding lhe prosaic Nicolay and Hay or
the hasty journalistic style of Ida Tarbell. Potter found
"especial merit'' in Charnwood's ability "to grasp the
universality of Lincoln's significance." Angle also noted the
Englishman's ·•conviction that Lincoln was one of the world's
truly great men.'' Though critics did not say so explicitly, this
trait set the book apart from the narrow nationalism even of
contemporary biographers as talented as Stephenson and
Albert Beveridge.
Cham wood was sympathetlc, but he wrote from a cultural
distance that Midwesterners like William Herndon, Jesse
Weik , John Nicolay, and John Hay lacked perforce. This
exempt.ed Chamwood from a kind of partisanship that no
American at the time seemed able to escape. Potter saw in this
the root of Cham wood's unembarrassed ability to ask the
uhard" questions about l,.incoln:
Oid Lincoln temporize too much on slavery? Was there
a quality of "cheap opportunism" in his political
record? Did his policy at Fort Sumter differ from
Buchanan's enough to justify the customary practice of
gibbeting the silly old man while leaving Lincoln free
from criticism? Was he, in the last analysis, responsible
for precipitating the Civil War?
Lord Cham wood admitted that he did not "shrink .. . from
the djsplay of a partisanship" that led him to state frankly
that the South's cause was wrong. What made his book
exceptional was. as Potter stated. that Charnwood at least
asked the questions. What also made the book good was
Charnwood's view-as accurate today as it was in 1916-that
the "true obligation of impartiality is that he [the author]
should conceal no fact which, in his own mind, tells a gainst
his views." His was not the advocate's effort to pile up all the
facts that help his argument but the fair·minded historian's

attempt to answer those arguments which seem most telling
against his own case.
Cham wood. therefore, was never afraid to critic.i:te Lincoln.
Relying on the inaccurate literature available at the time, for
example, Chamwood pictured Lincoln's father as " a
migrant'' and claimed that the "unseemliness in talk of
rough. rustic boys flavoured the great President's
conversation through life.'' (He saw. more accurately, that
Lincoln was .. void of romantic fondness for vanished joys of
youth.'') He labeled Lincoln'suseofmartiallaw in the North a
usurpation of power.
Cham wood did no original research for the book and relied
for facts on a small number of standard works, but he was a
well·read man who used his generally cultured background to
good effect. In a passage of marvelous irony, the learned
Englishman criticized one of America's own great c ritics of
democracy, Henry Adams, by saying, "It is a contemptible
trait in books like that able novel ' Democracy.' thatthey treat
the sentiment which attached to the 'Rail·splitter' as
anything but honourable." Less accuntte in the long run but
appealing in the period of the book's greatest popularity was
the viewpoint Chamwood derived from reading James
Bryce's American Commonwealth. Thatcritiqueof American
politics made Cham wood hostile to political parties and the
spoils system that Lincoln used so well. Charnwood saw
American party polities as avoiding serious issues and
largely incapable of producing great leaders. Of Lincoln's
election in 1860, he said that "the fit man was chosen on the
very ground of his s upposed unfitness."
Lord Charnwood appreciated Lincoln's common origin&,
but he dwelled particularly on LincolnJs statesmanship.
Secession, to Charnwood, was a broadly popular movement
in the South aimed at saving slavery, and Lincoln's efforts to
counter it were noble, progressive, and somehow Christian.
Following a c urrent of British military opinion at the time. he
praised Lincoln's abilities as a commander in chief. He did
not belittle the Emancipation Proclamation. It could be
interpreted as a narrowly military measure only in law,
Cham wood argued. Given the limited research he did for the
biography. one is not surprised to learn that Charnwood
repeat.OO some spurious quotations and anecdoWs. He often
handled these well. Of the apocryphal story of Lincoln's
clemency for the sleeping sentinel William Scot.t, Charn wood
ooncludcd: "U the story is not true-and there is no reason
whatever to doubt it-sti11 it is a remarkable man of whom
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FIGURE 3. Jesse Weik.
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people spin yarns of that kind." A man of deep
religious interests himself. Charnwood noted
Lincoln's growth in that realm to the "language of
intense religious feeling" in the Second Inaugural
Addn!88.

Chamwood kept his focus on the meaning of
Lincoln'sefforts to save the Union. These, he thought,
were attempts to save democratic government for the
whole world. He properly stressed Lincoln's praise for
Henry Clay as a patriot who "loved his country,
partly because it was his own country, and mostly
because it was a free country."
Maintaining focus in a Lincoln biography was a
real achievement, and focusing it on the truJy

important questions was Charnwood's greatest
achievement.. It is difficult to discover the means by
which he did this because Charnwood !etters a.r e
rather scarce in this count-ry. This institution, though
it seeks the lettersofLincoln's biographers, has nota
single Charnwood letter. The nlinoisState Historical
Library has less than half a dozen. Among the later.
however, there is one illuminating letter to Jesse W.
Weik.
Written on May 17, 1919, just after Charnwood's
triumphant lectun! tour of the United States, the letter
acknowledged Weik's gift of two Lincoln autographs
for Lady Cham wood's autograph collection. Echoing
a phrase from a fe.moua Lincoln letter. Lord
Charnwood characterized the gift as "such an
addition . . • as she had never hoped to obtain.
knowing that indeed Lincoln autograph$ are not
plenty as blackberries." He apologized for the delay in
writing. His younger son, ei.g ht years old, had been
killed in a fall from a pony. He told Weik that the
United States appeared much changed since his first
visit thirty-one years before. "mainly ... for the
good."
Natltrally, the letter soon got around to the subject
of Abraham Lincoln. On his recent tour of the United
States, Lord Chamwood wrote, ur came across, &
indeed have been coming across ever since I
published my book, many signs of the tendency,
which had been active, to make a sort of stained·glass·
window figure of Lincoln, quite removed from
genuine human sympathy & impossible reaiJy to
revere." He noted. tactfully, that Weik's own book,
written with William Herndon, "made it impossible
that such a tendency should last-ingly prevail." [n
writing Weik, Chamwood diplomatically avoided
commenting directly on the overall accu.r acy of the
Herdon·Weik book. He said only that he had studied it
carefully or that it prevented uncritical hero worship.
Chamwood was careful thus to pay his "respects to
one of the pioneer writers on the subject of which"
Chamwood was "a junior student."
Chamwood's tour had brought him into contact
with the controversies over Lincoln's ancestry, then
raging in America. "The question," Charnwood
commented, "is of tittle interest in it&elf,-not that
heredity is an unimportant influence (for of course it
is vastly important) but that its working is generally
too subtle to l>e traced, that when we have the correct
names of a great man's grand·parents & greetr
grand·parents (&how few of us can name all our greatr
grand·parent.s!) they generally remain mere names,
and finally that nothing in his or any man's ancestry
adds anything or detracts anything to or from his
individual worth." Here again was Lord C harnwood
at his tactful and ironic best-an Englishman, who
did "not care two pence, or a cent(which is less) about
the authority of this or any other pedigree(my own for
example)," giving lessona on individualism to an
American whose book had made rather a sensation
for what it said about Lincoln's ancestry.
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FIGURE 4. British playwright John Drinkwater drew
inspiration for his popular play about Lincoln from Lord
Charnwood's biography. The play wa.s first performed in America
in 1919.
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"So," Charnwood said, "this question thoroughly bores
me.'' Then, remembering the letter's recipient, he added a
hasty parenthetical comment-"except that Lincoln's own
interest in the subject is an interesting trait in him as
Herndon & Weik record it.11 Still, having written a book about
Lincoln, Charnwood felt that he might be "bound to know
what there is to be known about it." Severa) questions
foUowed for the sake of "antiquarian accuracy."
Charnwood had known of the questions surrounding
Lincoln's Hanks ancestry when he wrote his book, and he
queried Weik about new theories on the legitimacy of
Lincoln's mother. rn America, Chornwood had been
aetonished t.o leom that some raised questions about
Uncoln's own legitimacy. ..My time at Springfield,"
Charnwood said, "(in which I met some delightful people of
the older generation who gave me. though without much
detail a vivid impression of old times) was a little too much
taken up with hearing tangled stories in which this question
[of Lincoln's legitimacy] got mixed up with the other which I
hove spoken of [the question of Lincoln's mother"s
legitimacy]." One man in particular had been much taken
with the notion that Uncoln wa.s descended from John
MarshaU. "I think my friend." Chamwood went on, "is
merely suffering f-rom a variety of the same disease which
makes others desire to derive Lincoln from wholly respectable
people or[as] good standing as possible. Re can not suffer it
that a great man should have arisen withoutsomeancestorof
manifest intellectual eminence." Charnwood was "inclined to
treat the. idea as rubbish,~· but he stiJI wanted to know whether
there was anything to it.
Lord Cham wood concluded his letter thus:
I feel a lmost ashamed to have filled up my letter with
questions which are of no importance in comparison
with the actual life & work&. character of the man who
was any way Abraham Lincoln whoever his ancestors
were.
Never afraid to ask questions or hear answers that might
change his mind, Lord Charnwood nevertheless kept hi.s
focus always on tHe essentials of Lincoln•s greatness.

Lincoln in Photographs: An Album of Every Known Pose
(1963), which he wrote with Charles Hamilton. This book,
essential to even the smallest Lincoln library, is still available
from the Univer$ity of Oklahoma Press. Hardly a week
passes in which the staff of the Louis A. Warren Lincoln
Library and Museum fails to consult this fine book to answer
questions about Lincoln photographs and the many
lithographs and engravings inspired by them, and this is
surely true of every other Lincoln institution as well.
Mr. Ost4!ndorrs expertise in this very specialized but
popular area of Lincolniana has been widely recognized.
Lincoln Memorial University awarded him the Lincoln
Diploma of Honor in 1966. Lincoln College awarded him an
honorary degree (Litt D.) in 1968, and Lincoln Memorial
University added another (Art. D.) in 1974. He has been the
art editor of the Lincoln Herald since 1957, and all Lincoln
students are familiar with the wonderfully varied covers be
provides for that quarterly journal. He was also an honorary
member of the National Lincoln Sesquicentennial
Commission.
Mr. Ostendorf, in addition to illustrating greeting cards and
religious materials, maintains his inte:restin Lincolniana. He
recently completed a painting of Lincoln's stepmother for the
Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Center in Mattoon, Blinois.
Another recent portrait of Mary Todd Lincoln as a young
woman hangs in the restored Todd home in Lexington,
Kentucky. Studying photographs in order to determine what
historical figures looked like in periods when no photographs
of them are available is a special interest. Mr. Ostendorf has
also been working on three books: a study of Lincoln portraits
from life (with Harold Holzer); the recollections of Mariah
Vance, a Lincoln family maid in Springfield (with David
Balsiger); and a Lincoln family photograph album (with
James T. Hickey).
Over the years, Mr. Ostendorfs interests have grown from
Uneoln's physical appearance to all aspects of his life. His
general knowledge and his special expertise make him a most
welcome addition to the advisory board.

Lloyd Ostendorf Joins Bibliography Committee
Lloyd Ostendorf of Dayton, Ohio, will join the Bibliography
Committee which passes judgment on the inclusion of items
in Lincoln Lcre's Cumulative Bibliography. Born in Dayton
on June 23,1921, Mr. Ostendorf graduated from Stivers High
School in his home town in 1939. He began studying art after
his graduation. He attended the Dayton Art Institute from
1939to 1941. He spent the summer of1940 in New York City,
studying with cartoonist Milton Caniff and his associates. In
1941 Mr. Ostendorf enlisted in the Army Air Corps, with
which he served until 1945.
The war interrupted Mr. Ostendorfs career in illust-ration
and portTait work which began in 1939. He has furnished art
work for many different publications and projects) and much
of it has focused on Abraham Lincoln. Fascinated by the
"oddly balanced ruggedness and beauty" ofLincoln'sface, he
began drawing pictures of Lincoln when he was twelve years
old. His attention naturally turned to the photographs of
Lincoln which he copied and adapted. Mx. Ostendorf got
special encouragement in his work f-rom Louis A. Warren, one
of the few Lincoln authorities at the time interested in
encouraging work with Lincoln pictures. As he sought
photographs from which to work, Mr. Ostendorf also came
into contact with Frederick Hill Meserve, the first great
student and collector of Uncoln photographs. Meserve was
••as nice as on old man could be to a young man .. who shared
his interest. Mr. Ostendorf remembers.
Mr. Ostendorrs first book A Picture Stcry of Abraham
Lincoln (1962), a biography for young readers, was so popular
that it has been reissued by Lamplight Publishing, Inc., as
Abraham Lincoln.: The Boy and the Man. His next work was
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